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P R O P E R T Y

Mixed Group Exhibition
sponsored by

FASARI PROPERTY
Ceramics, Drawing, Glass, Jewellery, Mixed Media,
Painting, Sculpture

Fraser Hay Gallery at HAGAS
Opening event 2pm-4pm, Saturday 07 August 2021

Gallery open 7-29 August,
12noon-4pm Friday-Sunday
A catchment of community for creativity and colour on canvas, clay and
glass. 'By the Sea' has its beginnings near a well loved urban beach.
Our exhibition is a cacophony of individualism - some nostalgic, some
classic, some contemporary, some crafty and definitely... some
quirky.
It has been created in learning environments tempered by
moderate tutors and warm, inviting studios. Created by students
and teachers, our exhibition is interesting, yet... comfortable and
comforting.
It will be easy to spend a few or many many minutes enjoying our
Gallery. You can always come back for another look or tell your
friends about us. We'd love to see them and you.
If you want to look further at teaching/learning studios, please
ask. We are very happy to share where we create!
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Thank you to Fasari Property for sponsoring our 2021 SALA
exhibition. Fasari Property was established in October 2018 by Ros
Herbert. Ros, the director and the sole operator, has local experience
and expertise in real estate that spans 15 years. She is dedicated to
customer service, and loves being an independent agent. Please
contact Ros at Fasari Property for your real estate queries.
SALA set up has begun. Paintings were delivered in early July. The
standard of paintings is very good and I would like to thank all
members who used their talents and skills to produce some truly
delightful works of art. Ceramics are yet to be delivered, but Ting and I have had
opportunity to preview some creations as they are stacked into the kilns. Many pieces
look great, and we can’t wait to exhibit them in the gallery. I think the Fraser Hay
Gallery will look fantastic and I hope you take an opportunity to view the talents we
have in our very own club. We hope you enjoy it.
Our SALA exhibition opens on the Saturday, 7 August at 2pm. And then it is open
Fridays, Saturdays and Sundays throughout the month of August. Please be aware
that current Covid restrictions will apply to our SALA event.
August is an exciting time to explore the other SALA events in and around Henley
Beach, and throughout the entire state. With over 9000 artists, and 100s of venues,
there is sure to be something that appeals to all artistic tastes and styles.
Thank you for sharing your art with our Society, the Henley Beach community and art
lovers from around the state.
On behalf of the Gallery Sub-Committee, Thank You for participating in SALA 2021.
Dorothy Telford Gallery Director

NEW SHED Members may have noticed that we now have a storage shed along the
East side of the clubrooms, which has allowed the Potters to move their pug mill into the
garage and clay recycling into the shed. This makes more room inside the Potters studio
for classwork - which is very welcome as classes are bursting. Council helped us with a
grant towards the cost of the shed, as well as smoothing the way through the permission
and approvals process. Particular thanks go to Councillor Kenzie van den Nieuwelaar, our CCS property
manager Lesley Golley and the CCS Property Services Officer Tim Dutta. They have also paved new walkways into the shed at no cost to the Society to make sure that we do not have to wade through mud to get in
and out.
NEW KILN Council also stepped in with a grant to help us buy a new, more efficient and environmentally safe
kiln. This has replaced old kilns which were very definitely at the end of their life and may be the first time in
recent years that we have managed to purchase a new rather than second hand kiln. CCS also repaired a
section of ceiling in the Potters studio and repainted two areas, as well as installing an improved locking system on the garage door after we had a break-in - again - all at no cost to the Society.
PARKING The Committee was asked by members if anything could be done about parking problems.
This has been a real problem especially on Saturdays when football is being played. Access for clay deliveries has been a concern as well as access for older, less able members who can not walk far. We asked CCS
if we can have a no parking loading zone outside the roller door (for clay deliveries and drop off of members
who can not walk far), plus at least 2 disabled parking spots in the south east corner of the car park to the
east of the clubrooms. These are now marked and hopefully will ease access for members who can not walk
far carrying their equipment.
So thank you again to our landlord, the City of Charles Sturt.
Chrissie Moran HAGAS Secretary
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WORKSHOP
This workshop held at the Henley and Grange Art Society
over four weeks, was created to encourage Charles Sturt
residents to celebrate their unique life journeys and
navigate end-of-life planning, which can sometimes be a
challenging process.
Artist and art tutor Michelle Stratton, together with
professional photographer and end-of-life guide Helen
Roberts, provided a supportive environment where
participants were able to use art journaling, group work and
discussion to gain insight, optimism, meaning and
acceptance about their journeys so far and how they wish
to be remembered.
Participants remarked:
I found the workshop to be helpful, informative and
enjoyable. It gave me the opportunity to think about
the end-of-life process, collect my thoughts and
discuss them with others.
I would recommend this program as it makes life easier
for those left behind.
I enjoyed all aspects of the workshop including
instruction and art.
It has opened up conversations and thoughts around
the end-of-life planning and has showed me that it
doesn’t have to be all ‘doom and gloom’.
It was a very happy atmosphere and I learnt a lot of
things that I didn’t know.
I would recommend this program to others as I found it
cathartic and comforting.
I enjoyed collecting my memories.

Newsletter enquiries and additions please email to: enquiries@hagas.com.au
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